




Avoiding a Victorian Mistake 
 

ast Christmas, my sister gave me  a copy of Pioneer Girl: The Annotated Autobiography of Laura Ingalls 
Wilder.  I grew up on the “Little House” books; we  had a treasured hardback set, much worn by young 
fingers (and in some cases much chewed by the family dog).  Discovering the historical events underlying 

these classic tales is fascinating.  
 Unfortunately the annotations aren’t limited to nuggets of history. They also include rather unnecessary 
literary critique (“here Wilder is using such-and-such a literary style to create such-and-such an effect...”) and a 
number of comments from an academic reviewer who regularly takes issue with some of the less politically 
correct elements of Wilder’s diary.  At first, reading those bits got me annoyed; then they got me thinking. 
 The underlying theme of this particular reviewer’s comments seems to be that one can’t truly embrace or 
approve of a writer who isn’t as fully enlightened, open-minded and right-thinking as... well, as the reviewer 
herself.  Laura’s comments on Native Americans and her family’s apparent decision to settle on disputed territory 
all rub this reviewer the wrong way.  Certainly, Laura is a brilliant author (the commentary implies), but... one 
must never be allowed to forget that she didn’t think correctly—at least, not all the time! 
 Condemning authors of the past for their lack of political correctness is, of course, nothing new.  An entire 
school of academic thought has grown up around the practice of condemning most of Western literature as being 
the biased work of “dead white males.”  (Laura being female, this must cause a certain degree of confusion...)  
This school of thought tells us that we shouldn’t even read this sort of literature because its creators didn’t think 
like us—even though much of the “thinking” that is considered “correct” today didn’t begin to evolve until the 
late 20th century.  Victorians and pre-Victorians are condemned en masse as having outmoded attitudes—even 
though many of those attitudes didn’t begin to change or be challenged until the 1960’s! 
 I don’t intend to waste space discussing the pros and cons of political correctness, or of classic Western 
literature (much of which, I confess, bores me to tears).  Rather, it occurred to me, as I read these annotations in  
Pioneer Girl, that we may be a lot more like the Victorians than we imagine.  
 The attitude of this particular reviewer seems to be that if you do not look like me, think like me, and share 
my cultural values, you’re not as good as me.  You’re not as enlightened, as socially aware, as... as civilized as 
someone who shares my views.  I might regard you as a curiosity, worthy of study, but you could never really be 
accepted into my world.  I probably wouldn’t care to have you at my dinner table.  Not the way you are.  Not with 
those unacceptable ideas.  I’m modern, you see.  I think correctly.  My way is the right way, the only way... 
 Of course that, in a nutshell, was the Victorian attitude about pretty much everyone else in the world.  If you 
did not look like me, think like me, share my degree of civilization, or share my social status, you were not as 
good as me.  Possibly you weren’t, even, necessarily, fully human.  You might be a curiosity, worthy of study, but 
I certainly wouldn’t invite you to my dinner table.  (Victorians were quite picky about whom they invited to their 
dinner tables...)  It’s the attitude that we most deplore when dipping into the Victorian world, the unpleasant 
elephant that keeps cropping up in so much Victorian writing and thought. 
 The problem with condemning the Victorians, as a culture, for not having the “right” way of thinking, for 
being bigoted and snobbish and exclusive and nearly every form of “ist” we can imagine is that, by doing so, we 
risk falling into the exact same trap.  Victorians condemned the rest of the world for not having been raised 
according to the rules and customs of their society.  We risk condemning Victorians for exactly the same reason.   
 So let’s turn it around.  Rather than condemning Victorians as a whole for not having reached a point in social 
evolution of having learned to embrace the cultural differences and diversity of others, let’s accept the cultural 
differences between the Victorian world and our own.  That doesn’t mean we pretend that the warts weren’t there.  
They were, by the bushel-basketful.  The key lies in condemning the warts without making the Victorian mistake 
of condemning an entire culture for having warts.      
 One day we, too, will be dead [insert ethnicity] [insert gender].  And one day historians will be evaluating our 
culture, warts and all.  Quite probably, those future historians will not “think like us” any more than we, today, 
choose to think like Victorians.  Let us hope they can say of us that we did the best we could with the limitations 
of the culture and understanding of our day! 
 

—Moira Allen, Editor 
editors@victorianvoices.net 
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